I was always fascinated by the BMJ 'Christmas Issue'. Stuffed with articles of sometimes impeccable scientific method, but related to frivolous subjects. I am sure my favourite was a trial of throwing students' exam papers down the stairs, allocating marks based on which step they alighted upon. 'Meticulous' mathematical analysis showing similar means and SDs to the 'standard' approach (marking), justified the universal adoption of this new method. But I can't trace it. I do remember being bitterly disappointed when my own 'Do Capricorns get more Arthritis' didn't make the cut.
As a quarterly journal, the SMJ cannot afford the luxury of devoting 25% of its yearly output to such things. But there's always room for one. In this 'November' issue, Zegers and Zegers assess the perennial Christmas favourites Laurel & Hardy from the viewpoint of a concerned ophthalmologist. Elsewhere, on a more serious footing, day-of-the-week patterns are given further scrutiny, while case reports remind us of the importance of finding the underlying cause of a biochemical abnormality, and the dangers of keeping fish.
There's always room for one. That's the future motto. Regular single slots in each issue -e.g. Students' Corner, with an article either by or for students. There will be space for a controversial stance, In My Opinion . . . I have outlined previously The One That Got Away -favourite ideas, or even completed papers, that didn't make it to publication. Plus one Pratticus whimsy, if available.
The journal is currently playing catch-up, concetrating the last three issues of Volume 61 to get back on track for Volume 62 (2017). As well as producing sudden deadlines for editorials, this -along with a more rigid rejection policy -has resulted in an almost overnight vanishing of the accepted-article backlog. Our safety-net. Paradoxically, this may be a good thing. New submitters -already enjoying reduced times for initial assessment -should have less time to wait for publication if successful. This, plus enhanced access for the subscribing societies (contact yours if having problems) will hopefully prompt a further increase in submissions which already happily strain our resources. These are hugely welcome.
And send your candidates for The One That Got Away, unless you want to know whether Capricorns get more arthritis.
. . . A Tiny Bit of Politics . . . Difficult to generate my usual over-reaction to medico-political intrigues when the entire country faces a total phase-shift. The enormities of Brexit were oddly brought home to me when a young comedian on Mock The Week almost broke down, head in hands, pleading 'Dara, Dara . . . you know stuff . . . tell me it's gonna be all right?' It would be inappropriate for me to give totally unqualified opinions on the merits or demerits of Brexit. I do note that it is the first time I have ever seen the Government apparently bending over backwards 'to do what the country wants'. Doesn't ring a bell. Like my wife telling me yes, we can redecorate the living-room in khaki-and-red, if that's what I really want.
Recriminations over a 'negative' Remain Campaign were more predictable (though how do you positively campaign for the status quo? Telling your child not to put their hand in the fire comes down to warning about the badness of a burnt hand, not a long list of what you can currently do with a good one And what if Brexit is soon followed by Scot-Free? Will it simply exacerbate the current differences in the 'National' Health Service, or produce a complete break-up? On a less profound level, will some journals require re-naming? Perhaps, we can look forward to more balanced competition between the SMJ and the newly termed EW&NIMJ. A proper contest. No political comment intended in the title: The Great British Write-Off.
